
Thinking 
about  

a Cat?

S H O U L D  YO U  L E T  YO U R  C AT 
O U T S I D E ? 

Your cat must be under your control if you let them 
outside. Free roaming felines also fall victim to cars, 
catfights, wildlife attacks, animal cruelty, contact with 
parasites, viruses and more. Not only can these 
hazards increase your veterinary costs, but they can 
also lead to heartbreak if your pet becomes lost or 
injured, or worse, is killed. Many cats that become lost 
are never found again by their owners. Always 
combine visual identification (break-away collar and 
tag) with permanent identification (microchip) for 
the best protection. This also applies to indoor cats, as 
they can escape!

For  fur ther  information 
or  quest ions,  p lease 

v is i t  hs lm.ca
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YO U’ R E  R E A DY  F O R  A  C AT !  

So, you’ve asked yourself important questions and 
know it’s time to adopt a cat. Congratulations! As a 
result of planning ahead, you can expect many years 
of unconditional love and companionship together.



W H Y  A R E  C AT S  I D E A L 
CO M PA N I O N S ?

Cats are low maintenance compared to many animals. 
For example, cats: 
• Are fairly quiet 
• Can live in smaller spaces
• Are independent yet affectionate
• Need minimal exercise and training 
• Typically cost less than other pets
• Can be left unsupervised indoors for longer   
        periods than dogs 

No matter how ideal a cat may be, it’s 
important to ask yourself some questions 
before you adopt one. Why? Because although cat 
ownership provides many rewards, it also requires some 
time, as well as emotional and financial commitment. 
Too many cats are surrendered to animal shelters or 
abandoned because their owners didn’t plan ahead. 

D O E S  YO U R  L I F E S T Y L E 
ACCO M M O DAT E  A  C AT ?

H O W  M U C H  D O E S  I T  CO S T  TO 
O W N  A  C AT ?

Cats are generally less expensive to maintain than
dogs. But you should still budget for supplies and 
veterinary costs. You should also expect more medical
bills as your cat ages. You can purchase pet insurance 
to offset many unforseen health expenses. Here are 
some average costs you should plan for: 

Supplies:
• Microchip permanent identification ($50-$90)
• Break-away collar and visible identification tag 

($15) 
• Municipal license ($16-$46 per year) 
• Food and water bowls ($15) 
• Litter box ($25) 
• Scratching post ($15–$30)
• Safe toys ($10)
• Brushes and combs ($10-$20)
• Leash and harness ($15–$30)
• Clean-up products ($10–$20)
• Cat food ($20–$40 per month)
• Litter ($10-$20 per month)

One-time veterinary costs: 
• Spay/neuter surgery ($250-$400)

Ongoing veterinary costs:
• Annual check-ups and vaccinations ($75-$150)
• Regular dental care — especially important 

as cats age, to avoid serious health problems 
($800-$1000)

When you adopt a cat from our shelter, some of these 
costs are covered by the adoption fee, including spay/
neuter surgery, initial vaccinations and six weeks of
pet insurance.

Although cats are fairly self-sufficient, they do require 
regular care and nurturing. Cats appreciate being loved 
and played with every day. They must have access to 
food, fresh water and a clean litterbox. Cats also thrive 
on routine. If you’re away often or anticipate a major 
life-style change in the near future, you may want to 
postpone adding a cat to your family. A cat is a 
long-term commitment: a cat’s average lifespan is 12 to 
15 years. However, many cats live more than 20 years!

If you do have busy life but really would like a cat, you 
may want to consider adopting two cats, so that they 
can keep each other company when you’re not home.

W H AT  I S  “ N O R M A L” C AT 
B E H AV I O U R ? 

Normal cat behaviour often includes activities that
may be undesirable to owners. In fact, behaviour 
issues are the major reason cats end up at animal
shelters. Young cats in particular (less than one year
of age) are extremely active. Cats do become calmer
as they age. However, if you enjoy a quiet and orderly
environment, you may want to consider adopting an
older cat.

Be ready to deal with your cat’s behaviour issues early,
so that you have the best chance of resolving them.
Behaviours that are perfectly natural for your cat but
which may bother you include: 
• Scratching furniture and carpets (to condition 

claws, and mark territory by leaving their scent)
• Tearing curtains
• Breaking objects
• Jumping on counters
• Eating plants
• Inconsistent use of litter-box and house-soiling 

incidents (may be a behavioural or medical 
issue)

• Night-time yowling, especially if not neutered
• Spraying (if not spayed or neutered) 
• Also, for an animal with such a great reputation 

for cleanliness, cats can be pretty messy on 
 occasion — shedding, spilling food and water, 

vomiting hairballs and having various litter-box 
“accidents.”

Talk to your veterinarian, do an online search or visit
your local library.

C H O O S I N G  T H E  R I G H T  C AT 

Cats’ personalities are as varied as their colours. Make 
sure you adopt a cat that matches your personality and 
lifestyle. From lap cats to feline athletes, there’s a match 
for you! Spend time with different cats, and ask 
questions about the personality of the cat you’re 
considering. You can tell more about the personality of 
an older cat than a younger one.


